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ABSTRA
C T
==== ::. ..:=========
A good fictional work is not a passive report but one
that c aptures the attention of its actd ier.ce.

The attention

of the readers is captured usually when fictional \\Iork is
based on con fli ct t hat empl oys najor fe a tures such as un ity,
balance, plausibility and significance.

The short story, which

is one type of fictional work, has not been studied so far in
this regard.

The absence of the systematic study of conflict,

its types and features in relation to Aoharic short stories,
necessi tated the undertaking of this research vrork.
Conse~uently,

ten post - 1974 Amharic short stories have

been selected according to the type and features of conflict
they are based on.

An attempt has been made to present a

thorough technical analysis of t he major features.
The study reveals that
satisfactorily

t:~i ty

of conflict is employed

in many of t he short stories.

It is maintained

in the p'oduction of the ca'lse and effect relationship of
c onflicts as well as in the con t ribution of different conflicts
for the purpose of the author.
"/hen compared t o the ot he r f eatUC'e s of conflict, bal ance
is a f e e.ture 'h"h ich is l e ast employed .

Here too, the study

uncovers many points that just ify t he i mbalance of the conflicts,
especially as seen in " Tutun ", " " Aderaw " and " Damtew ".
'1owever, this doe s not mean tha t there are no short stories
t hat show balance of conflict; " Anduale m" and " Dibibkosh
can be cite d as g ood

II

ex a~ples.

'rne s ame i s true with p l ausi bil i t y.

Short stories such

as " Andualem "," Yemal ada Til a " 2n d " Di bibkosh " have employed

.!'.-

•••

this literary device quite beautifully.

iii

On the other hand,

short stories such as " Zinabu Nache Naw Yemizanbaw

?", "

Ale-

Biratu" and " Yetasabara Lib" respectively lack plausibility
in the incidents where Etsegenet 's blood spilled, Alem failed
t o quarre l wi th his f athe r and 3rihane dr ank much alcohol.
The conflicts in many of the short stories have significance.
Good examples occur in " Andualem" and " Zinabu Mache Naw
Yemizanbaw ?" where the main characters became mad and in

" Tutun" and " Adaraw" where the characters accepted the idea
of leaving their birthplace due to the significance of the
conflict.
Some of the autho rs of these short stories seem beginners
who perhap s think that only telling a story is what a short
story is.

However, as the short story is becomi ng more and

more p opular, and the competition of writing a short story is
becoming fiercer, there will be a qual i tative change.
Jl'J oreover, taking into consideration the me ri ts and demerits
of this literary device, future writers can enrich the
t echn ique of short story \Yl'iting.

...
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A short story which is

2.

wor k of art is meant not only

a l ways to reflect t he life of a society but also to stimulate
its audience.

To fulfil these tasks, it should be constructed

to capture the attention of its reading audience.

This will

be possible when the cons truc t ion of a story is developed
from a well - constructed plot that is based on conflict.

Hence,

conflict is essential for the construction of a story.
Conflict is the struggle between

c.,

which r'Ian plays the central role.

~.o

opposing forces in

A literary \'lOrk reveals

the life of the people in a setting through the actions and
reactions of its characters.

The protagonist \fishes to fulfil

certain actions or strives to change certain events.
there may be reactions that hinder these actions.

However,

These

reactions can arise from the protagonist himself, from another
character, from the society cr from
a result of t..llese, conflict occurs.

~ny

natural calamity.

As

Th'.lS , conflict basically

involves the two opposing forces : tile hero and the villain.
The rest of t..lle forces only aGgravate or ret8rd the conflict.
Hence, conflict is the c ontradiction be tween characters,
between a character and the physical world or wi thin a
character.

These three types of conflict are known a s

psychological, physical and s ocial conflict.

In most cases

all t hese three types or two of tilem appear in the work
together.

For instance, Harr y Shaw contends,
All of Hardy's novels contain elements of
each kind of conflict, but the dominant
struggle is usually s oci al. . •• , The Great

.',

• . ,. v·.·,··· ....

•••
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tragedies of Macbeth and Hamlet contain elements
of each kind of conflict, but t he b a si c one in
each instance is internal. 1
The short stories t hat have repe a tedly employed these
plots
types of conflict as a base for t heir/are what this thesis
deal s with .

T'n e short story i s a kind of p r ose fi cti on with

fe w characters and a limited s ett ing in comparison with the
novel.

It is a distinct literary form with a lUlified affect

on its audience.

c

It is also one of the most condensed literary

forms as Edgar Allan Poe so memorably says ,
The story must aim at a single effect determined
beforehand. The story must have unity; everything
that does not contribute to the predetermined
effect must be excluded. The story must be short,
but not so short that the "pre-established design"
cannot be realized; the reader must be able to
complete the story in one sitting . 2
So the short story is brief, but it is a complete literary
fo r m that gives full s a tisfa cti on t o its re aders.
Th is research is und ertaken be cause none has been done
on c onflict in relati on to t he post-1974 k nh aric short stories.
On the other hand, as conflict is essenti al to keep the story
going , a literary piece of t his kind sh ould have well-desi gned
c on flict in order to kee p its readers in suspen se and make
enj oyable reading.

Adrian H. Jaffe and Virgil Scott say,

" ••• Conflict is the backbone of a story; it ••• provides us

1

Dictionary of Literary Terms (New York: NcGraw Hill Book
Company, 1972), p. 92.

•

2

Qu oted by Leland B. J acobs and Shelton L. Root J r. eds.,
I deas in Literature Book
Di me nsi ons ( Ohi o : Cha rl e s E. Ne rrill
N ., 193
9.

• • :;-' . .:

• ••
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with pattern and direction and gives us the sense of a story
going somewhere.,,3

Accordingly, the researcher believes that

a short story with no conflict is a passive re port and does
not interest re aders.

In the \iriting of a short story, after

the opening situation which mi ght even include the initial
generating circumstances, complications are expected to arise.
Joseph F. Trimmer and C. Wade Jennings state,
These complications are almost always the
result of conflicts - conflicts among characters,
conflict between a character and his or her
environment, or conflict among the thoughts
needs, and emotions of a single character. 4
Thus, research should be made on conflict in the short stories.
Whatever the type of conflict or whether different types
of conflict appear in a literary work separately or together,

it should have the important features of unity, balance,
plausibility and signi fic ance.

Therefore, t he main aim of

t his paper is to see how these important elements are employed
in post - 1974 Amharic short stories.

(

However, the thesis

does not deal with all t he post - 1974 Armaric short stories.
Toe selected sh ort star·i es are listed i n t he appendix,
A brief synopsis of each story \·!ill be given under the
t ype of conflict to whi ch it belongs.

The synopsis and the

quotations from the Amharic books are translated into English
by the researcher.

3

Studies i n the Short Storv (New York : Nichig:,m State
University, 1966), p . 3.
4

Fi c tion ( New York: Harcourt Br a ce Jovanovich Publishers,
1985 ) , p . 2 ..
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In the first

chapter, an attempt is made to lay the theor etical framewo rk of

•

types of con flict (

psycholo~ical,

so cial and physical ) and

the f e ature s of confli ct ( unity, balance , plaus ibi l ity and
signific&'1ce ).

'l11e second chapter deals \'lith a textual

analys is of fea tures of psychol ogical conflict.

The t hird

chapter de als with a textual analysis of features of social
conflict and the fourth chapter deal s with a textual analysis
of features of physical conflict.
be given.

Finally, a conclusion will

CHAPTER
I
=================

For the action of the character and for the progress of
the story, the importance of conflict in any form of literary
work is unquestionable.

An author reveals the life of the people

of a certain locality by the action or reaction of the characters
in his work.

The characters act or react in order to resolve

their difficulties.

This fact is supported by the editors,

Albert K. Ridout and Jesse Stuart.
to

They say, " for the character

act or react, he must be faced with a problem, and being

faced with a problem, he must bec.ome invel'led in a conflict. n5
A brief discussion offuis important technical aspect of literature
is essential.
Conflict has three main types ( psychological, social and
physical) and four major features ( unity, balance, plausibility
and significance ).
Types
To begin with a definition of the conflict as used in
literature, most scholars agree that it is the disagreement
between two forces that determines the pattern of events, or
plot; it? type is determined by the kind of force that contradicts
the protagonist of the story.

The force might be another

character or characters, or nature, or contradictory demands
within the protagonist.

5

The disagreement between the characters

Short Stories for Discussion ( New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1965 ), pp. xlv - xv.

2

• ••

or benfeen a character and the s ociety is known as social
conflict, whereas the disagreement between a character and
the physical world is physical conflict.

The one between

two strong motives of a character is psych olo£ ical conflict.
Thus, what follows is a brief discu ssion of each.
Psy cho l og ic 3.l conf:1.i ct is t he occ urre nce o f two opposine
motives t hat cannot be

res~ved .

In rel a ti on to. t his,

•.

Wilhelm Reich says :

The psychic process is the result of a
conflict between instinctual demands and
external instinctual frustration; from this
conflict develops, only secondarily, an
inner conflict between wish and self denial. 6

(

Psycholog ical conflict arises when a character is in a
dilemma; t hat is, when he wants t o accomplish

certain

objectives and :,ret d oes not wan t t o f ') !' some other reason.

In

t/tL pbjec:Hves

b oth c a ses whether h 9 acc or.lplishes" or not, the character
e xperie nces d i s tr':' ss.

T'n is t:.V? e of con:'"lic t

\n t.'1in

t h e cha racter

avoi d ance conflict.
App:ooach
c O:lfl ic t .

a pp r oach c on fL.c t i s 21Ot;,e!' t:rye of l)sych ological

~1 a t

a t :J t '".er t i r,es tile

c '~ ar a ct e r

b etween two eC::'.lally de s 'cre d s r 2.ti f icati :)]~s .

vacillates

The t h ird type of

c onfl i c t occ urs 1'Ihen th e characte r fails to determine between
two der:,:;e r s or t h:--eqts t hat e qualJ..:,r !":e -...r3..."1ts to av oid.

confl ic t i3 t erme d
t yp es of

avoid2. nc e - avoida~ce

psycho l o:.;ic~l

conflict

&~'e

c ·:)!: fl ict.

Such a

All t hree

not equall:' severe.

The

t :li r d t Y!1e of oonfl :' ct is mo re s erio1..:s t han t he othe rs.

, Ihu ..... V

/'c,l(-\.'

( "'6'
.:.)

6
Characte r "nalys i s (Lc1don : ViC':' o'1 ;:'ress
p . 2S5.

'(if..,.

""'.'
<.j:
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A person who is the victim of psychological conflict is
torn between what he is and what he intends to be.

Furthermore,

D. E. Berlyne says,
E

are
not
and
and

conflict is said to occur whenever processes
simultaneously initiated in the brain that do
fit well together, tend to disrupt one another,
tend to drive the organism towards different
mutually exclusive forms of motor behaviour. 7

As a result of this, a change of behaviour arises in the character.
Johann Wolfgang Goethe says, "every writer in his own
works depicts to some extent himself-even when he does not wish
to do so.,,8

This shows that the author of a text, based on

psychological conflict, himself somehow has elements of such a
conflict within himself.

However, this research limits its

scope of study to the characters of the literary works which
are the product of the author rather than extending the
investigation to the authors themselves.
Human personality involves concepts known as the id, the
ego and the superego that constitute a portion of the total
personality of a human being.

The behaviour of a person is

the result of tile interaction between t hese elements of human
personality.

The id is the structure of the personality system

which consists of the inborn and the primitive characteristics
while the ego is associated with the reality.

It enables the

individual to negotiate realistically with

objective world.

7

t~e

Aesthetics and Psychology (New Y::Jrk: Neredith Corporation,

1971), p. 150.
8

Quoted by Sergei Antonov , "Author and Id.ea", Soviet
Literature, III, (Moscow: The Viriters Unjon of the O.S.S.R .,/974),
p. 143.

•••

4

The superego is the segment which helps the person to adapt
to the social values. 9
Since the function of the ego is to enable the individual
to negotiate with the objective world, there is the possibility
of refusing to act in line with an instinctive tendency of the
ide

The reason for this is that it is the role of the ego to

control the intellectual and the perceptual functions of the
person.

James Strachey says,

(
Just as the id is directed exclusively to
obtaining pleasure, so the ego is governed by
considerations of safety. The ego has set itself
the task of self- preservation, which the id
appears to neglect. 10
Hence, there will be conflict between the id and the ego.
As a result of this conflict between the elements of human
personality, there will be a change of behaviour.
Similar conflict can take place between the ' ego and the
superego, when the ego due to the pressure from the id fails
to oontrol the intellectual and the perceptual functions which
might be contrary to the social values.

In this connection,

A. A. Brill says,

<
••• the ego weakened and was carried away
from reality, from the outer world, by the ide
••• The psychosis in this case represe nted a
11
conflict between the ego and the outer world.
9

Heinz Hartmann, E
(New York: Internation~a~ut~~~~ts~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
10
The Complete Psychologies). Works of Sigmund Freud (London:
The Hogarth Press, 1904), III, 199.
11

The Basic .Writing of Sigmund Freu£ (New Ycrk: Random
House, Inc ., 1938) , p. 23.

• ••

5

',I'hen an instinctual desire is repressed at an early stage or
repressed !ater on due to the s t rength of the pressure against
it, the person tries to find an alternative for his wishes.
There is nothing special in his behaviour.

On the other hand,

when the desire is fulfilled, however the persor. may act against
reality or the cultural value, he is all right with himself.
However, the inner conflict is produced when the instinctual
desire is neither fulfilled nor repressed.
Naturally people defend themselves from the dangers
threatening them from the outer world and from the repressed
inner impulses.

One of these impulses is by showing different

forms of behaviour, such as being proud, humble, cruel or kind,12
which are understood through the interaction of the person
with others.
of

~'1e

This depicts the importance of characterization

literary work which will be discussed later (page.,).

When this behaviour of an individual becomes extraordinary, the
person suffers from psychological conflict.
Another means by which the inner conflict is revealed is
through dreams.

They uncover the suppressed internal desire.

It is said, "Dreams are one of the mB-'1ifestations of this
suppressed material; theoreti cally, ••• in tangible experience,
it has been found true in at least a great number of cases. n13
When a person is conscious, he is forced by the ego, which
tries to cling to reality in order to retain its normal state
12
Reich, p. 145.
13
Brill, p. 539.

•••

and suppress his internal desire.

6

But when he is asleep or

subconscious, the denied internal desire can be seen in his
dream since the ego is not on duty.
Hence, the presentation of the dream is very helpful to
understand the personality of a character that leads to the
revelation of the inner conflict.
Furthermore, an interior monologue of characters is another
device that helps readers to understand inner conflict.
Interior monologues are quite closely bound to the norms of
psychological realism.

They produce the illusions that reveal
what a character is thinking. 14 When a character is obsessed
WU~something

that haunts him, he often speaks to himself.

In

such speech, he reveals what haunts him, which is likely to be
his instinctual demand that is suppressed by the ego.
The writer using all the necessary literary devices and
having caught the reader's attention, takes the chance of going
back to fill in the necessary background.

The historical

background of the character, which is revealed through
characterization, helps the reader to know the cause of the
inner conflict that goes on in the mind of the character.
Dorrit Cohn says ,

<

psycho-narration h~s almost unlimited
temporal flexibility. It can summarize an inner
development over a long period of time as it can
render the flow of successive thoughts and
feelings or expand and elaborate a mental instant. 15
14
ersey:
15

l!2.1!!.,

p. 34.

'~' .

.

.

• ••

7

To fill in all the necessary background information, the
na~~atorshould

have unlimited access to the character's inner

feelings, or the narration should be a monologue so that a
character himself reveals his own feelings.

Characterization

shows the character's inner feelings, desire, love, hate,
physical and moral make-up and his total personality.

In

characterization, the psychology of the character is probed into
so that his reaction to the present situation is seen falling
in with his general moral make_up.16

Therefore, proper

characterization is very important to understand the cause and
effect of inner conflict.
As characterization depicts, the cause of inner conflict
is diverse.

At times it is caused by the other types of conflict

known as social and physical conflict.

This is when the

instinctual demand of a character is suppressed by his social or
physical conflict.
'Social conflict is defined as the contradiction between
men or a group of men.

The struggle between characters is called

social conflict; t herefore a protagonist's struggle against a
society is a variant form of social conflict. 17 The motive
behind social conflict is of various types.
cultural, religious, political or moral.

It can be economiC,

Whatever the motive

that leads to conflict, the conflict is called social for the
reason that it is carried out between people.
16
Joseph Warren Beach, The Twentieth Century Novel (New
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1932), p. 28.
17
Harry Shaw , pp. 91-92.

•• •

8

Hence, there are various kinds of social conflict, depending
on the motives of the people who are involved in the conflict.
One kind of social conflict is cultural conflict, which is
directed by the motive of imposing one's own culture on others
or defending the imposition.

Cultural conflict also takes place,

when one fails to exercise properly the culture of the locality.
Another type of social conflict is political conflict.

-

It can

be generated between rivals due to their desire to possess
,
political power. The third form of social conflict is religious.
It occurs when a group of people try to preach a certain new
religion in a new locality or try to ban certain religious acts.
The reason for such religious differences is that many religious
people do not want to see the development of a religion different
from their own.

Fourthly, economic conflict is also the

disagreement between people over material possessions.

There

can be many types of social conflict of this sort since the
motive for contradiction varies.

Hence, whatever the initiating

motive of the conflict may be, and as far as the contradiction
is between the characters, the conflict is social.
Social conflict often brings the conflicting groups to an
accusation, a verbal or physical confrontation.

The outcome of

the conflict might bring one in the group, who finds himself
wrong, to regret his involvement in the ccnflict for acting in
a certain way.

Such an outcome often produces another type of

conflict ): psychological conflict.
Each group of the participants in the social conflict is
equally capable of checking or directing the cotrrse of action

... .......
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Unlike the natural force in physical conflict,

the capability of one group of the participants of the social
conflict to check its opponent is not predetermined.

This helps

the conflict to have a fertile ground to develop and maintain
balance; one of its major features.

However, this does not

imply that physical conflict lacks balance.
Physical conflict is the third type of conflict.

It is a

struggle between Man and natural calamity such as great floods,
\.

drought, earthquakes, tornadoes and epidemics.

When such natural

disaster, Acts of God, take place, people suffer very much.

The

tragedy is that people have no ability to, control, stop or
reverse the course of such nature_l calami ties.

The only course

they have is to struggle to save their lives.

As a result, they

try to escape the

cala~ity

by leaving the locality, except in

the case of an epidemic over which they have little control.
~ven

in such a case they cannot help a person who is already a

victim of a disease such as AIDS.
When the character in the literary work lacks the ability
to check the course of action of these natural calamities, it
seems that the conflict lacks balance.

But the way in which

the literary work keeps its reading audience in suspense is in
the way the characters try to withstand the calamity or the
effort they make to come out of the difficulty.
Nost of the time, the outcome of the physical conflict is
physical injury.

But sometimes when some characters fail to

find a way out of their physical conflict, the confl' ~~?
abstract and develops into a psychological type.

bec~mei\.

In t'h:d.s

., )
1;

#

·~

_.":,,.J
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connection , j,iiria!!l Allo t says , " A 1':10re

su~tle

•.
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t ype of conflict

is internal conflict that moves away fro m obvi ou sly opposed
;::>hysic a l force to ••• psycno:2.05ic al stru;::sle . ,,18
A!!1haric short stories acree

A numbe r of points in

t o this tLeore tical d i scussion.

'::ome of the texts s'clch a8 "L:i:1a'::l'J ; ;Q.che i'Jaw Ye miz2.n'::l aw?" and
"Ye ma lada Tila " tre ate d unde r t he next
'Co

SU'TI

c '~a9 ter

are :;ood eX:o:.:nple s .

t'P , f r om a technical point ::>f view, conflict is

of great value in a l i te rary work .

The type of conflict is

determined. by th e natur e of the p articipants i n t he contradiction.
':.'hatever the type of c onflict, whatever causes it or in
whatever way it is revealed aJ.l three t y:ces of confl ic t fulfil
their wask approp r i a tely only if t hey use the major features
of conflict properly .

Hence, the

r.1a~o r

features cf conflict

are the core sub ject of this research .
Featt~~es

Conflict ta!< es

p~ace

when be t h the oppo sing f orces that

are involved know each other ' s intentions and h inder e a ch
other.

The

anta(';oni st~~5~be

t he in3b11i t:' of t he hero or a

nat ural calam ity t hat checks t he i ntenti on of th e ) rotagon ist.
? or the e ffe ctive use of conflict , its i mp orta.':t feat u res such
as

~:1ity ,

balance , plausibili ty and si gnificance s hould be

appl ied prope rly .

A story !!lay develop by joinin3 episodes in d.i:ferent events .
Each e p isode has it s own c on flict .

In a (';ood literary work ,

18

!'; ovelists on the ,!'lovel (!"ondo!1: ?olcltledse and Kegan
Paul Ltd ., 1960), ;:>. 247.
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the conflict in each erisode vJill have a cause and effect
relationship.

That is when a conflict causes another conflict,

and the subseq'..lent conflict develops from "t-lJ.e prece:.:iing one.
The editors, Adrian S . Jaffe and Vireil Scott say,
In a narrower term of conflict, nov.'ever, unity
that each develcoment in the conflict of
a story must follow l08 ic~1 1y - if possible inevi tably fro m t he prece: ding develo:;men t. 19

~eans

Taus, the story has unity of conflict.

In such a story, the

conflict in each episode is found contributing to the attraction
of the story.
(

This is because the conflict in each episode

has a cause and effect relationship.

Thus, this makes the

story understandable.
The other aspect of unity of conflict is when all the
conflicts in each episode contribute to the intention of the
authcr or to the final end.

Hence, t r,is shows the important

position unity of conflict holds in a literary work.
Balance of conflict has also a si"-ilar position in the
appreciation of a literary work.

Adrian H. Jaffe and Virgil

Scott say, "••• the skillful writer will balance his opposing
forces s o that his outcome re ma ins in suspense until the end
of the story. 11 20

Tais is possible ,,,hen t n.e short story has a

well - constructed con flict whicn. is "'::he base for any action or
plot.

But to hold the reader in suspense, the conflict Should

not be of t he type that help s the reader to predict the outcome
from t n.e beginnine due to the superiority of one of the opp osing

19

St udies in t he Sho rt St or y ,

20

I b id. ,

p . 4.

p . 5.

. ,

",

~

•••

forces.
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The conflict develops and keeps the reader in suspense

when the two opposing parts involved in the conflict have a
balanced power for struggle and the prediction of the resolution
in

~ne

way or another is very difficult.

On the contrary, when

the force of power between the two opposing forces is far
superior or inferior to the other, the reader can readily guess
the outcome.

Consequently, there is no suspense.

Hence, he can

lose interest.
At times, however, maintaining equitable power between the
two opposing forces can be difficult and unrealistic.

For

instance, when the conflict is between an individual character
and a society, the individual may be inferior to the society.
Here too, the reader can be kept in suspense if the character
is wise enough not to confront the society tactlessly but
devises ways and means and strives to resolve or escape the
difficulty or win the conflict.

The reader will be eager to

know how he resolves, escapes or wins the conflict.

If physical

power is taken to be the only means of examining the balance of
power of opponents in the conflict, all the literary works that
are based on physical conflict lack balance.
is not the only means.

But physical power

Even between individuals, there may not

be balance of physical power; therefore, balance of conflict is
expected to appear in reasoning as well.

That is in the way the

characters try to succeed in the conflict or escape the danger,
particularly in the case of physical conflict.
Furthermore, balance can be between the error that the
character make s and the punishment he receives .

When the

disciplinary action taken against the person who has made the

13

•••

error lacks balance with the error, the audience will lose
interest unless the underlying purpose is to expose injustice.
So, there should be an acceptable balance.

If the error and

"3

the action taken against it have an acceptable balance between
them, then the story is plausible.
Hence, plausibility is another feature of conflict which
should be taken into account in the analysis of a story.
Plausibility is the extent to which an illusion or a given idea

(

about something appears true to the audience.

In this regard,

it is said that,

< Plausibili ty refers to the appearance of truth;
a p~ausible characterizatio~, incident, conversation,
or suggestion appears reasonable but is not necessarily
entirely true or accurate. All worthy literary
art ists seek to produce work that is credible, no
matter how imaginative it may be. 21
As the term has a general applicabil ity, plausibility
shoJtl
, be maintained not only in conflict but also in the setting,
the character and the language.

For instance, plausibility of

conflict cannot be discussed without di s cussing pausibility of
character.

In this case, for the conflict to be plausible, it

should appear reasonable as taking place between the two opposing
gr oups, even if the literary work is i magina tive or has no
verisimUi tude.

A n author may begin his literary work with a conflict since
it holds t he attention of hi s re ading audience i n suspense or
for any other purpose not apparent to the r e ader.
21

Harry Shaw, p . 289.

But if he

• ••
b~gins
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with a conflict that has no plausibility, the story may

be spoiled and the reader will lose interest.
To overcome this loss of interest, the plot of a good
literary work is based on conflict that has these major features,
including significance.

Significance is the final feature of

conflict that is examined in this section of the thesis.

•

A

conflict is said to have significance when it is of paramount
importance to the participants in the conflict to fulfil their

("

desires.

When the character finds no other way to fulfil his

aim except by being involved in the conflict, then that conflict
has significance.
The motives of the opponents, which are the source of the
conflict, need to be significant.

The significance of the

issues raised shows the capability 'of maintaining the effect of
the conflict, which is a change in the behaviour of the character.
That is, the character develops a new ki:1d of behaviour as a
result of t he outcome of the conflict he experiences.
(

In such

a situation, the character in the conflict suffers physically
and mentally to attain his ob j ective.

·r .'illoughby Johnson and

William C. Ha:nl1n say that "the good writer will be certain that
the conflict he presents has depth and significance, it will be
a relevant examination of meaningful human problems. ,,22

Hence,

the appropriate use of significance with the other major features
of conflict is essential to reflect the life of the SOCiety in a
credible way.

This will be seen practically in the texts which

will be discussed in the next section.
22
p..

13

The Short Story

(Ne'l

Yor k: American Book Company, 1966 ) ,

• ••
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CHAPTER
II
==================

Through the action and reaction of the hero and the villain
in his story, an author reveals life, entertains, educates or
stimulates his audience.

The acticn of the hero is confronted

by the reaction of the villain; consequently the struggle between
them moves the story forward.

It is mainly in this regard that

the conflict is said to be the driving force of a literary work.
With psychological conflict, the contradiction is within
the character himself, between his opposing motives that cannot
be resolved.

In an analysis of psychological conflict, it is

hardly possible to depict a character's inner feelings without
paying attention to what he does, what he says or how he understands
the world.

Harry Shaw Writes,

ff
Vlri ters use any or all of several basic
means of characterization: a character is revealed
by his actions, his speech, his thoughts, his
physical appearance and what other characters say
or think of hi~. 23

Regarding the problematic nature of revealing inner feelings,
Berlyne says, "the psychologist interested in behaviour is willing
to talk about processes going on inside the organism that cannot
be observed directly but must be inferred from what can be
observed. ,,24

Therefore, the presence of the inner conflict is

noted only when it is what is actually seen in the characters
behaviour such as being mad.
23
24

Hence,

~ost

of the time,the

Dictionary of Literary Terns, p. 71.
Aesthetics and Psychobiology, p. 7.
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extraordinary action of a character is known to be the effect
of his inner agitation.

This effect should be studied and

systematically analysed in order to discover what the possible
cause of the conflict may be.
The personality of the character should be understood well
in order to see the effect of. his inner conflict.

Hence, the

effect of the psychological conflict on the character will be
seen by closely observing his characterization and his background.

(

For conflict to serve its purpose properly, the narrative
should contain at least its major features known as unity,
balance, plausibility and significance.

In order to analyse

these features in a certain conflict, the text that deals with
that type of conflict as the basis of its plot should be
identified.
A turning point in the political history of EthiOp'b,

•

taken as 1974.

CBIl

be

As a result of the change in the political order,

many literary works that unmask the weaknesses of the old order
were published.

But, Amharic short stories that deal with

psychological conflict are not many in comparison with those
which deal with social conflict.
analysis.

nowever, some are selected for

The selected texts are " Andualem "," Zinabu Hache

Naw Yemizanbaw?", " Yetasabara Lib" and " Yemalada Tila

".~

A

brief synopsis of each text will be given before the analysis
of its major features.
The first short story, " Andualem ", beg..,an in a hospital
when Andualem, the main character, learnt the result of his
medical check- up which reve aled t hat he is sterile.
desire to have a child is great .

But his

The doctor suggested that he
.,,

•
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Andualem kn~
... neither his mother nor his father.

His

mother ran away leaving him behind when she gave birth to him
in a hospital.
Andualem, who had no parental love, had a pessimistic view
of life.

But since he was introduced to Simret, who became his

wife, he changed.
everybody.

,

He became a happy person, friendly with

He began enj oying life.

He hoped to have a child

so that he could give him the parental love and care that he
lacked.

But his sterility hindered him from enjoying life.

He

became unfriendly to others.
Andualem told Simret all that the doctor told him.

Then,

he asked her to divorce him so that she could marry somebody
else and to give him her first child for adoption.
After some months, Simret married a man called Getachew.
She gave birth to a child by a Cll.esarean operation.

The doctor

told her not to become pregnant any more, warning her of the
danger.

So she had a tubal ligation which forced her to go

back on her word to Andualem.
Andualem showed a clear change of behaviour.
mad.

He became

One day, he went to Getachew's horne and sent the nurse

to buy him some medicine.
ran away with the baby.

Before the nurse returned, Andualem
The parents of the baby were called

and started pursuing Andualem.
Andua1em, carrying the baby, went from to_m to town.
baby's parents pursued him.
hotel r oom.

The

The baby fell ill and died in a

By chance, the parents running after him were in

the next room when the baby di ed.
cl,'=".th 0f ·,'h., ''',ohy . -I-h

~

nf; >:,ents

When Andualem screamed at the

ran into hi s r oom.

~'"

...

, . - . , ; . _.............. .....
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The second short story is ,. Zinabu Mache Naw Yemizanbaw 1"
It commenced with a description of Etsegenet's personality.

She

is a very farsighted, pleasant, clever ' and kind child of about
seven or eight.
Numerous ne\'/comers roamed ab out the town, w,ear::'ng tattered
clothes.

They were followed by many children.

When they saw

a person in the street, they ran to him and stretched cut their
hands to beg.
disturbed.

When Etsegenet saw these children she was much

They were constantly in her mind.

Etsegenet asked

her mother why these children came to the town.
her that they came due to the drought.

Her mother told

She repeatedly asked

questions concerning rain, money and food that

t~e

children from

a drought-stricken area lacked.
One day when her mother was not at hOQe, the children and
their mother · came to Etsegenet's home.

Etsegenet gave them all

the food.

Because of this, her mother was very annoyed and

beat her.

In trying to run aI-lay from her mother, she fell down.

Her forehead was cut and bled a great deal.
was

ta~en

After a while, she

to a hospital.

During the niGht, she had a nightmare.
she talked incoherently.

In her nightmare,

Finally, she was taken to Amanuel

Hospital; however, there seemed no hope of recovery.
Etsegenet did not speak most of the time.
no one looking after her, she

rfu~

out and went from place to

pl ace, stretching out her hand begging.
said, ,. When will it rain

I'/hen there was

As she begged, she

? If

The third story is the story of Ato Brihane which be gan in
his wholesa.lc shop one Saturday morning.

He ·.'1alked back and

•••
forth in the shop . frwwning, sighing and thinking.

darkened

f3ce, the uncombed hair, the frown on his face, the swollen eyes
and in general, the very strange manner of Ato Brihane showed
that he did not spend the previous night well.
went out of the shop

~d

moved away.

Staggering, he

He kept on

roa~ing.

He

talked to himself, but what was repeatedly heard was only the
unfinished sentence, " what if ••• ".

When he was nearly run over

by a city bus, people shouted at him; but it was in vain for Ato
Brihane did not hear them.
When Ato Brihane came home, his daughter and his wife asked
him what had happenE6. to him.
A

He never answered.

He stared at

the photograph of Dagnew and himself that had been taken when
they were young.

The photograph reminded him of how his life

had been saved by his friend Dagnew.

That 'f,as when they fought

against the bandits who used to rob them.

It was after that

day that their friendship for each other was strengthened.
Finally, saying" what if ••• " and throwing his hands with
annoyance, he went out of his hcuse.
,

I

He kept on roaming around the city, visiting people and
places t hat he knew.

Finally he entered a bar that he often

went to and sat in a lonely room.
being asked gave him gin.

The bar attendants without

He drank much gin.

He laid- on the

table and slept for so long that the owner of the bar told the
bar attendants not to disturb him.
At the end, when the bar owner came to wake him, he found
Ato Brihane dead on the table, holding a letter in his hand.
letter was from Ato Dagnew.
their earlier life.

It expl a ined the ups and downs of

It kept on reminding Brihane that half of

The

·. ,
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Ato Dagnew's wealth was burned; he became poor, and Ato Brihane
did not help.

By doing so, he broke their promise which was to

help each other when one was in need.

Another letter from Ato

Dagnew's son, enclosed in Ato Dagnew's envelope said that Ato
Dagnew had committed suicide.
The fourth short story, " Yemalada Tila" is about the
difficulty of Yisehak Shumiye in having sexual intercourse.
Yisehak had great fear of being in the dark.
Once when he was a child, his mother left him alone, locked
the door from outside and went away durin~ight.

When he was

asleep, a small kerosene lamp fell down and set fire to his
blanket and burned his left arm.
and jumped out of bed.
much damage was done.

He was shocked by the event

Fortunately, his mother came back before
As a result of that horror, Yisehak had

great fear of being alone in a dark room.

Thus, since his

feeling for intercourse subsidea due to being in the dark, he
had great

dif~ulty

in being in a dark room.

Yodit, his girl friend,insulted and despised him when he
lost his sexual feeling for her, which happened when she turned
off the light.

But another time, he forbade his other friend,

Elfinesh, to turn off the light and succeeded in satisfying his
sexual desire.
With this brief background of the short stories, the analysis
of the conflict will be made.
As revealed in the short stories, the ambitions to be
fulfilled by the protagonists are neglected by the defect or
inability of the protagonists or by the impossibility of tte

•••
conditions.

21

Hence, the psychological conflict occurs within

the protagonists.

This conflict uses its major features as

will be seen consecutively.
Unity
In " Andualem" as the author portrays in detail particularly,
when Andualem's background is assessed, it is known that his
mother abandoned him in the hospital for she could not stand
(

the social pressure as Andualem is an illegitimate child.

Since

she abandoned him due to this conflict between reality and social
expectations, Andualem grew up an orphan devoid of parental love
and care.

He wanted to make up for the parental care he lacked

by giving it to his own child.

Sterility was a natural defect

within him that reacted against his instinctive desire.

This

reaction caused a psychological conflict between his strong
desire to have his own child and the inability to have a child.
This conflict is indirectly caused by the conflict between the
mother and the society, because the society does not accept an
illegitimate child.
The duty of the ego, which according to Freud is associated
wi th reality, is to control the inborn desire ( the id ).

The

ability to control was before the impulse was fully developed.
Reich says,"Once an impulse is fully developed ••• it can no
longer be fully repressed.

At this stage, a denial can only

produce an insoluble conflict between instinctual urge and
prohi bi t i on. 1I25 Similarly, in Andualem it is after the desire
25

Character AnalYSis, p. 151.
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to have a child is well developed that his being sterile is
known.

At this point, there is no ability to control the desire.

Hence, the instinctive wish to have a child is neither accomplished
nor repressed before it goes too far.

Consequently there arises

the conflict within him, which is the cause of the change of
behaviour that is seen in his actions and outlook.
This internal conflict within Andualem is confirmed by his
behaviour: his attitude towards himself and others.
(

Hailu

Tsegaye saId, " he likes neither himself nor his surroundings,
and becomes lonel¥ and unfriendly with the society.,,26

Out of

this conflict develops another conflict between Andualem and
Getachew's family as he ran away with the child.

However, the

effect of this psychological conflict is social conflict.
The psychological conflict within Andualem becomes the cause
of another psychological conflict within Simret.

Simret wanted

to keep her word by giving her first child to Andualem.
Unfortunately, she was told by the doctor that she could pot have
another child because of her defective womb.

She also wanted

to have a child for herself and her husband, Getachew,wanted
one too.

Hailu Tsegaye said :

<

Remembering her promise to Andualem, Simret
could not accept the idea of tubal ligation, but
finally she coUld not help it. She knew that she
will not give the child to Andualem. Even if she
wanted to, her husband did not want to give his
only son to Andualem. Understa~ding this, she
could not even bring up the idea of adoption for
discussion. 27
26

Afararasachiw (Addis Ababa: Commercial Printing Press,
1981 Eth. C.), p. 14.
27
Ibid., p. 28.

~.

•••
So, she could not keep her word.
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Hence, she was in a dilemma,

in an approach-avoidance-conflict.

The conflict within her not

only tortures her but also saps her energy and she becomes
progressively weaker.

This chain of conflict shows the unity

of conflict in the text.
In " Zinabu Hache Naw Yemizanbaw ?" the psychological
conflict is between Etsegenet's strong desire to help the
drought-stricken children and her inability to help them.
(

wantE!f to help them.

She

When the children came to Etsegenet' shouse

she said, "Mammy! mam.rny ! those children came.
give me injera with wat and let me feed ther.l.,,28

Please! please !
From this

characterization and what she repeatedly asked,one understands
the source of her conflict to be the pitiful condition of the
children, which is the result of the physical conflict.

T'nis

strong motive to help the children brings about a social conflict,
the conflict between tr.e daughter and her mother.
Although Etsegenet wanted to help the children, she did
not know how to.

Even when she asked her mother what turned

the children into beggars or what caused the drought, she was
not given satisfactory answers.

Failing to understand her

concern, her mother t old her that s he vias a mere child and
COujinot understand the situation.
eat the food and get up.
You are a little child.
28
29

Ibid. ,

p. 116.

Ibid., p.

115.

She said, "Oh ! Etsegenet-

I cannot explain these all to you.
You cannot understand.,,29
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Hence, the contradiction between the id and the ego;. J hat
is, between her desire to solve the children's difficulty and
the inability to solve it, is the conflict within her.

This

conflict in turn causes the change of behaviour and eventual
insanity.
The intention of the author is to draw the sympathy of the
readers to the condition of the drought-stricken children.

The

conflict Etsegenet is in also contributes to this intention of
the author.

Thus, this is the purpose

0::

unity of conflict.

In her insanity and dream also, she talks about the children's
difficulty.

In her nightmare, she says, "When does the rain

fall for our teacher ?,,30

In her insanity, she asked for coins

and said, " When will it rain? ,,31
with the children's plight.

She .,.,as preoccupied

This reveals her sympathy

for them.

In " Yetasabara Lib ", the cause of Ato Brihane' s heart
break, as can be deduced from the letter sent to him from his
friend, was his own failure to help his friend when in need.
Brihane's instinctual desire, selfishness, prevents him from
helping his old friend. At the end considering the social norm,
his superego urged him to regret not helping his close friend.
But at that time, he could not help since his friend was already
dead.

Hence, his guilty conscience troubled him.
Although "mat causes his psychological conflict is with-

held until the end, from the ti t le of the short story,
30

~.,

p. 122.
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"Yetasabara Lib" ( "'The Broken Heart") and from Ato Brihane's
uncommon action and very strange manner, it can be understood
that he has an inner conflict.

The

au~~or

intends to show the

extent to which this inner conflict affects the person who
suffers from it as is seen in the outcome of the conflict.
Hence, it is revealed that the inner conflict is related to the
death of Ato Dagnew.
In " Yemalada Tila ", Yisehak Shumiye developed the fear of
the dark as beginning the day when his mother left him alone in
the evening of the fire.

As Daglas Petros, the author, disclosed,

Yisehak suffers from " fear of the dark ••• fear of loneliness •••
fear of uncovering himself after the light is put out. ,,32
fear of the dark prevents sexual activity in the dark.

This

Being

in the dark for such activities is the social norm of the society.
So, the superego urges him and his bed-mates to accept it.

But

his instinctive fear reacts against this and he suffers from
the psychological conflict.
Related to thiS, Yisehak has another conflict; that is, his
stimulated sexual desire is checked by the dark and this hinders
the sexual act since he loses his stimulated sexual desire for
it.

This conflict between the desire of the sexual act and the

. loss of the feeling has a cause and effect relationship with
the first conflict: the fear of the dark and the custom of
extinguishing the light for the sexual act.

32

Simotagnaw and Other Stories (Addis Ababa: Brihanina
Salam Printing Press, 1981 Eth. C. ), p. 61.

• ••
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Balance
In " Andualem" what drives the character into a state of
psychological conflict is the frustration of his desire to have
his own child and the realization of his sterility.

It is a

natural desire to live for ever through one's own child.

However,

after a medical check-up, Dr. Bisrat said, " Your desire to
have a child is extraordinary.,,33

The narrator also said,

" Andualem's desire to have a child is more than the desire of

(

everybody else ••• ,,34

The reasons for his strong desire are

explained in the text.
('
Andualem wanted to have a child for two
main reasons: one is that he did not know his own
ancestry. So, he wanted to extend an ancestry
that begins from him... like Adam. The other
reason is that he wanted to make up for the
parental love that he lacked when he was a child
by giving it to his own child. 35
Contrary to his strong ambition, a natural defect seized
After a medical check-up, it I'Jc1s proved that he
a
This was biological defect that coUld not be corrected.

him.

A

is sterile.
These

conflicting aspects: his strong ambition and the biological
defect, have balance because both of them are nearly equally
difficult to overcome.
Consequently, Andualem hopes to make use of the doctor's
advice by adopting a child of a relative.

Although Andualem has

no relative, 'at least no one t hat he knows, Simret was to help
33

Hailu Tsegaye,

34
~.

35

.r:I?A~. "

•

1) .,

1. '5 •

p. 10.
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him in this.
him.

She agreed with him earnestly because she loved

But she was also caught by a natural defect.

She has a

defective womb and was warned not to bear any

mo~chi1dren.

She was also advised to have a tubal ligation.

Under such

circumstances, she could not give her first child for adoption
t o Andua1em; therefore, she considered backing out of her promise
at least for the sake of her husband, who loves her very much.
The breaking of ·her promise as a result of her defective womb

c·

put her in a dilemma with her own desire to help her friend.

So

she had a psychological conflict.
Hence, since giving her son for adoption to Andualem or
not giving are equally difficult, the balance of the conflict
Simret finds herself in is easily observed.

As a result of

this, one cannot predict how the conflict can be resolved; hence
the readers are kept in suspense.
Similarly, in " Zinabu Mache Naw Yemizanbaw 1" the
contradictory circumstances Etsegenet is in are her strong
desire to help the drought-stricken children and her inability
to help them.

The girl could not overcome both situations for

they were equally difficult.
Taking into consideration her personality, the situation
of the drought-stricken children could easily affect her.
she could not forget them and avoid helping them.

Thus,

The narrator

revealed the circumstances she was in saying,
. Etsegenet worries e~pecia11y when she sees these
chi1dren.She often sees them as she goes to and
comes back from school. She stop s and watches

• ••
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them as something unusual and thinks about them •
••• As a result of this, she does not follow
her lessons very well these days. 36
On the contrary, she has nothimg of her own with which to
help them.

But when she gave them some of her parents' food,

she was beaten seve~y.

So she was in a dilemma between two

balanced opposing situations.
The description of Ato Brihane's unusual action and very
strange manner are believed to be caused by the letters he

( ,

received the previous day from Dagnew Addisu and his son Berihun
Dagnew.

It is known that he received nothing else except the
letters. 37 According to the message in the letters and the
close relationship between the two friends, it can be proved
that ' the death of Ato Brihane was caused by the conflict

between his regret for not helping his old friend, Dagnew,and
the inability to help since Ato Dagnew was already dead.
Considering the strong tie between the two old friends and
their promise to each other on the one side and the inability
to help a person who was already dead on the other side, the
balance between these two conflicting circumstances can be seen.
The protagonist in " Yemalada Tila " longed very much for
sexual intercourse mainly for three reasons.

Firstly, he was

an adolescent or in a stage when he could be very sensitive for

36

Ibid.,

pp.

111 - 112.

37
Yezina Worku and Jemal Suleyman, Yeta shata Seytan and
Other Stori es (Addis Ababa: Kuraz Publishing Agency , 1978 Eth . C' .

p . 48.

• ••
such activities.
a

grand:chil~ '
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Secondly, his mother had an ambition to have

and urged him to have a child.

Thirdly, his girl

friend, Yodit, ridiculed him when he failed to make love to her
since she did

not know that he had a dark phobia.

He wants to

succeed and put an end to such contempt.
In a monologue the protagonist revealed the difficulty he
was in.

As if he was talking to his mother, he said, " Is it

not since I lost sexual feeling that even Yodit ridiculed and
punished me iike that?
problem ?,,38

Then,

Mammy~on I

t you understand my

In such a way he reveals that he has no sexual

capability and cannot have a child to satisfy her ambition.

He

clarifies it saying that even Yodit went away because his
sexual feeling subsided.

He!1ce, his desire to succeed balances

the inability of the sexual act, because the pressures from his
girl friend, his mother and his own sexual desire are equally
difficult to overcome as is his failure to have sexual intercourse.
As a re sul t of this, readers can be l<ept in suspense until
they }:no\<l the solution.
Plausibility
A literary work becomes believable when its conflict
maintains not only unity or balance_ but also plausibility.
For instance, " Andualem" is an interesting short story because
of the plausibility of its conflict as well.

The conflict

And;.Jalem ic in is plausible bece.use the reasons for his desire

38
Daglas Pf)tros .
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to have a child are credible and being sterile is also a
possible natural defect.

Similarly, the conflict Simret is

in, and the way tt is presented have credibility.
P~dualem

asked Simret to divorce him; so that she could

marry somebody else to give him her first child for adoption.
Marrying one's own wife to somebody else is incredible in the
Ethiopi~~

context.

However, this extraordinary suggestion

of Andualem's shows the extent to which he is eager to have
a child.
Likewise, the plausibility of the conflict that Etsegenet
sufferecifrom is deduced from the characterization given to her
at the beginning of the story.

In addition, it is revealed

that the horror of the drought-stricken children shocked the
people of the town including Etsegenet. 39 She W~ very worried
when she saw them

or~

reminded of them.

They would come to

her mind unexpectedly, as a result of which she could not
follow her lessons properly.

Both the prevailing situations

which absorbed her and her personality are credible reasons
that prove the plausibility of the conflict.
Etsegenet wanted to help the childreI!, b'.lt has nothinG
of her own.

Her

~oth er

even did

not give

satisfacto~y

to the questions that she asked about the drought.

answers
Worst

of all she beat her ,...hen Etsegenet gave the food to the children.

39

Hailu Tsegaye, p. 110.
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Moreover, what Etsegenet said in her nightmare also
reveals the unconscious mind which reflects what goes on her
mind.

She said, " When does the rain fall for our teacher ?,,40

In relation to this, in a book Ann Jefferson and David Robey
edited, it is recorded,
the unconscious is a dynamic sub-system
containing instinctual drives attached to
representations, especially childhood wishes,
••• which can only get through in disguise,
as so-called 'compromise formation', symptoms,
dreams, jokes and slips of the tongue., 41
Contrary to all the reasons the story reveals for the
plausibili ty of the conflict, Etsegenet is
understand the effect of the drought.

1;00

young to

But she is an extra-

ordinary child because the narrator himself is astonished how
such a young child is affected by the children's circumstances. 42
Hence, the story lacks verisimilitude,

~less

she is regarded

as an extraordinary child.
As one deduces from her attitude towards the children,
her nightmare, her personality and the circumstances, her
(

conflict had a direct relationship with the drought and the
drought-stricken children.

Hence, these show the plausibility

of the conflict within the child.

40

Ibid.,

p.

122.

41

Modern Literary Theory (London: B. T. Batsford Ltd.,
1982), p. 146.
42

Hailu Tsegaye ,

p.

110 .
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The presence of psychological conflict is e
it is fe'f lected in the observable behaviour.
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Therefore,

although he does not talk, the extraordinary behaviour of Ato
Brihane in " Yetasabara Lib" is the effect of his inner agitation.
The description of his physical

app ea~ance

and the way he

behaves show that he has something that tortures him from within.
Moreover, the

nar~ator

said, "There is no one who understood

that he received nothing except these two letters which he
got yesterday.n 4 3 These present the situation he is in ,In a
plausible way.

Furthermore, to depict the plausibility of the

effect of the conflict, the authors said,
When the feeling of a person is much affected
and there is no way out of his problem or when
the conscience of a person is touched and he
cannot bear it, his heart is broken. Then, if
there is no remedy for it, the person can be
affected and die due to this. 44
He repeatedly utters the unfinished sentence, "what if ••• ".
When he says this, he inserts his hand into his pocket and
touches the letter he received fro m Ato Dagnew.

From this,

it can be concluded t hat by saying" what if ••• " it seems that
he means' what if I had helped him", because from the message of
in
the letter that he has A his pocket, saying " what if ••• " is meant
only regret

~or

not helping his friend.

Besides, when he says " what if ••• ", he stares at the
photograph of Dagnew and himself that had been taken when they

43

~ ina

44
T\.. :...:)
.:1. r. ,',','

Wor ku and Jemal Suleyman, p . 48.

•••

were young.

33

Hence, this also shows that his trouble seems

to have a direct relation to his friend, Dagnew.

Finally, it

becomes very plain when the two letters from his pocket are
read by the police, because they disclose that Dagnew died
without receiving his help.
According to the letter, Ato Dagnew blames Ato Brihane
for not keeping his word which was to help his friend when in
need.

Because of the close relationship between them and the

cultural value of keeping one's word, it is plausible that
Brihane suffers from an inner conflict.
The conflicting situations in
plausible.

II

Yemalada Tila " are also

Yisehak' s fear of the dark could bear a direct

relation with the incident of the evening of the blaze.

In

his mind the dark is associated with the horror of the blaze
which frightened him.

SOJwhenever the light is put out he is

shocked, being reminded of the horror of that inCident.
result, his feelings subside.
his desire to have a child.

As a

Thus darkness reacts against
Hence, this conflict has plausibility

\

because without sexual intercourse, it is impossible to have a
child.
Significance
The conflict within Yisehak has significance because he
cannot escape from it for various reasons.

He cannot help

having the human desire for intimate relations with the opposite
sex.

Similarly, he cannot overcome the wish of his mother to

have a grandchild.

On the other hand, his girl friend , Yodit ,

• ••
<-

ridicules him for his lack of sexual feeling, .

34

She said,

" ••• what has killed your sexual feeling which troubled
Aren I t you wearing trousers like a man ? •• ,,45

us~

Such an insult

cannot be ignol.d, particularly when it is from a girl that one
l oves.

Being a youth, the desire to fulfil sexual demands was

important for him.

Therefore, the conflict has significance.

In " Yetasabara Lib ",the letter Ato Dagnew sent to Ato
Brihane mentions their mutual regards, the pleasure and sorrow
(

they shared and finally the breaking of their promise.

This

letter is so touching that Ato Brihane suffers from a guilty
conscience and cannot help regretting not helping his friend.
Since the conflict Brihane falls in is so significant and
results in regret, the heartbreak causes his death.
The extent to which Etsegenet is

moved~the

pitiful

circumstances of the drought-stricken children is well
described by the narrator of the story who is capable of
reading the minds of his characters.

He said that when she

saw these children, she was very worried.
mind so often unexpectedly.

As a result of this, she could

not follow her education properly.46
questions concerning drought and rain.
had pity for the children.

They come to her

She also ask~many
'This reveiils that she

Hence, t he conf li ct is so

significant that Etsegenet cannot help being involved.

45

Daglas Petr os ,

p.

Hai l u Tsegaye ,

pp.

68.

46
111-112.
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"/hen one carefully considers Andualem I s background and
his reasons for having his own child, the desire to have a
child is very important for him.

Unfortunately, when he

r~izes
that he is sterile, he develops an extraordinary
,

behaviour.

He takes off his clothes, puts out the light and

weeps sitting on a chair.

He does strange things: he talks to

the pictures of babies hanging on the wall of his house, washes
them in a bowl of water and destroys them. 47
The conflict his friend Simret is suffering from is also
important for her because she cannot help being tortured by
the thought of giving or not giving the baby to Andualem.

The

fact that she does not want to offend either Andualem or her
husband

puts her in a

dile~~a.

These all prove that her

conflict has significance.
The protagonist in each story takes part in the conflict
for he finds it important for him or cannot e scape from it.
Such a conflict which forces the characters to be involved has
significance.

47

~.,

pp.

32 - 37.
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C
HAP T E R I l l
========:==========
Features
Of Social Conflict
==============================
A

liter~y

work often reflects the life of a society through

t he action of its characters.

The pr otagonist wishes to

accomplish certain actions or strives to change certain
conditions.

In the course of his action, there may be a reaction

by another character that hinders the action of the protagonist.
Hence, social conflict breaks out

(

~,d

both the good and the

evil participants of the conflict are involved.
Since the protagonist finds his action very important,
when he faces difficulties that hinder his action, he is often
determined to overcome them.

As a resul t, t rlere will be a

struggle between the protagonist and the other characters who
stand in his way.

Generally, in what is felt to be a good

literly work, when ~~e protagon ist ei ~~er loses or overcomes
•

the conflict and the struggle is over or vmen the hidden motive
is revealed, the story ends.
(

This is why conflict is t hougf'.t to be important to keep
the story go ing.

To be effective, i t is necessary to employ

all the features of conflict: unity , balan ce, plausibility
and significance.

Before presenting the analysis showing how

these features have been exploited in the short stories under
study, the presentation of a brief synopsis of each t ext is
given,
" Damtew " is a short story about the confl ict between
Damtew, the husband , and his wife, Tsedale.

It began with

Damtew's anger when he heard that his wife hud corruni tted

37

• ••
"

adultery.

He beat her and she ran away.

The cause of their quarrel is a forged letter that Damtew
thinks Tsedale -,'I!'ote to her fomer boy friend, Gared. This
letter stated how she enjoyed going to bed with Gared, and
that the chi ld she gave birth to is Gared 's.

Tr.e letter is

handed to Damtew by his friend, Wedajo, with a photograph of
the child and Gared.

But it was Gared who wrote the letter

imitating Tsedale's handwriting.

He obtained the photograph

of the child with the help of Tsedale's friend, Hirut.

Gared

developed his own picture alongside that of the child.
Being fooled by this incident, Damtew left his wife al'ld
child for one year and six months.

Then he regre~ted quarrelling

with his ,.,rife, and tried to bring her back.

But she had left

Addis Ababa and he failed to find her.
In the short story," Ale-Biretu",the main c onflict is
between Alem and his parents.

The story is Alem's biography.

Alem is a boy, born to

parents.

drunke ~

Alem received neither

love nor proper child-care from his parents.

He is not even

given enough food.- Moreover, he is ashamed of tneir daily
drunkenness and cannot bear it when people l augh at them. One
day, his mother was drunk and his intimate friend, Yonas, laughed
at her.

Ale~

could not stand it and beat Yonas.

Finally, Alem could not go to school and started working
for his living.

After a semester, when the

fa~~er

learns that

Alem did not go to school, the father quarreled with him.
ran away and did not go home after t hat day.

From what his

mother said and his father's cruelty, Alem learns that the

Alem

•••
father is not his real father.

38

His mother told him that he

looks exactly like one of her earlier lovers.
After a while, his mother died and he was brought
Ato Nardos, a director of the

~heatre

who knows

home~

Ale~ls

interest in books and his love of plays, employed him as an
actor.
" Dibibkosh" is the other short story.

It begins with

the explanation why the main character, Aregash, came to Addis
Ababa.

She came to Addis Ababa twelve years before from Wollo

because of the drought.

Then she worked in a factory.

She

had completed the literacy campaign program, built her own
house, married a person called Abegaz

~~d

given birth to a

child.
The manager of the factory where Are gash worked was a
reactionary person.
•

It is suspected t hat he was involved in

embezzlement.
working person.

On the other hand, Aregash is a hard-

She is also a militia woman and cannot tolerate

anything done against the revolution.
on good terms with the manager.

She said that he was involved

in the anti-revolutionary movement.

finally dismissed her.

Due to this she is not

He cut

her salary and

Then, the members of The Workers'

Controlling Committee imprisoned the manager.
This is just a summary.

There are different conflicts

that were initiated by different motives.
these conflicts is essential.

The presence of

In line with this, Amare Nammo

says that a literary work that has no conflict , effort and

39

• ••
solution cannot be considered a literary work. 48
that

He states

an author should select a conflict among the various

types that daily occur between people that is very significant
for the main character.

The main character should overcome

the conflict since it is significant for him.

Amare continues

saying this story that has no significant conflict does not
keep its readers in suspense. 49 Furthermore, the researcher
believes that the story should employ the other features of

(

conflict ( unity, balance and plausibility) to be a work that
maintains readers' attention.
Unity
The role unity of conflict plays in a story is essential.
It is unity of conflict that brings together all the episodes
in the text and makes the story a unified whole.

One aspect

of unity of conflict is the cause and effect relationship
between the conflicts in different episodes.

The other aspect

of unity of conflict is its contribution to the objective of
the author.

These aspects can be seen in each short story as

it is analysed.
To begin with, Zenebe Abreham says that the child who
used to be happy with Damtew starts disliking him and runs to

48
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Damtew started

frightening the child for he thinks the child is illegitimate.
This is the main conflict between Damtew and Tsedale, since
he believes that Tsedale gave birth to an illegitimate child.
When Tsedale saw the picture of Gared, she was annoyed
with him and tore up the photograph, because she thought Gared
had a part in that.

There is unity between the two conflicts:

between Tsedale and Gared and Tsedale and Damtew.

(

The reason

is that Gared caused both conflicts.

Hirut was a former girl friend of Damtew and a classmate
of Tsedale.

Hirut was a naughty girl and could not remain

Damtew's girl friend.

It was after they gave up their

relationship that Damtew married Tsedale.

Taking advantage of

this background, Gared urged Hirut to take revenge on Tsedale.
To attain his spiteful plan, Gared told Hirut that i t was
Tsedale who made Damtew dislike her.
to her.

\'/ hat he said seemed true

So, Hirut disliked Tsedale and collaborated in

causing the wickedness with Gared.

For instance, Hirut stole

Tsedale's son's photograph and gave it to Gared.

Gared

developed the photograph of the child I'li th his own, so t hat
it seemed the photograph of the two \Vas taken together. 51
Therefore, the conflict

be~veen

produce the main conflict

50

the two women contributed to

be~veen

the husband and wife.

And La And (Addis Ababa: Commercial Printing Press, 1981
Eth. C. ), p. 52.
51
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There is also a conflict between Damtew and a young man
in a bar.

But there is no reason for their quarrel.

However,

have

both might have been drunk and might.a cted without thinking.
Al though this conflict has no relationship to the main social
c onflict between the husband and wife , it contributes to the
inte:ntion of the author, which is to reveal that at times
people interfere in the lives of others without intending to
hurt.
All these conflicts between the husband and the wife,
the father and the child, the two women and Tsedale and Gared
contribute to the central idea.

It is the jealous act of

Gared, the villain, that ruins a

~ appy

family life.

He is

jealous of Tsedale's success in her :narriage with Damtew.
Hence, he contrived a spiteful plan te destroy t he marri3ge.
The conflict Gared generated in each e pis ode has unity with the
de struction of t he family which t he author intended to reveal.
The main c onfEct in " Ale-Biretu

'I

of Alem' s father for Alem' sup-bringing.

is the irresponsibility
j·loreover, what

aggravates the conflict is that i'rhe never the f ather comes
hOrJe drunk, he beats Alem.

'1'his conflict between Alem and

his fat her wa s caused by the unfaithfulne ss of t he moth er
wi t.~ her husba'1d.

She W3S unfaithful, because she gave birth

to an ille gitimate son .

This unfaithful ness is the main cause

of all the conflicts in their heme.

Alem's life i s full cf conflict.
c onfli cts t h at have unity with t he

~ ain

There are various minor
confli ct.

For instance,

there is the c onflic t be t ween Alem and Saba, t he actress.
cause of t hei r confl i ct is that she did not 1,av 0'1€

The
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•••
to the character she represented on the stage.
Saba saying

Alem scolded

why should the act be s p oiled for the sake of
your se condary desire ?,,5 2 The same is true with Alem' slife
II

which is spoilt for the sake of his motte r's adulterous
practice out of ":hich he was born ill egi t i mate ly.

Thus, the

conflict between the two characters has a similarity with the
main conflict, which was caused by Alem's lack of proper upbringing as a child.

c·

Alem absented himself from school whenever he could not
have

somet~ing

to eat.

This led to friction between Alem and

his teachers, a conflict that had a direct connection with the
conflict between Alem and his parents who failed to carry out
their responsibilities such as givine Alem food.
When Yone.s laughed at Alem's mot:::er when she was drunk,
Alem felt humiliated, was angry with Yonas and beat him.

This

conflict between t he two boys has unity wi th the conflict
between Alem and his drunken mother.
(

The reason for this unity

is that the cause of both conflic ts is Ale m's mother's drinking
habi ts.
Here, the intention of t he author is to show how the
violation of t he custom shames t he child .

Ead Alem been a

l egi t i mate child, the father would have s ho.ffi concern and
given him paternal love and care hl1i ch would have changed the

52
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• ••
course of Alem's life.

o

J>lore.vGr, as a husband, he would have

taken care of his wife had she been faithful to him.

Hence,

the chain of conflicts in the story supports t hi s intention
of the author.
In " Dibibkosh " t he conflict is between the proletariats
and the bureaucrats represented by Aregash
of the factory respectively.

~~d

the manager

Solomon Lemma said,

The manager of the factory is a person who
performs anti-revolutionary deeds. Particularly
he does not want to see the improved life of
the workers and their satisfaction in their
work. 53

(

This is the cause of the conflict.
All the other minor conflicts have unity with this main
c onflict.

For i nstance, Aregash exposed t he anti-revolutionary

work of the manager.
first cut

To reve nge himself on her, the manager

her salary and then dismissed her.

between them is due to their opposing atti tudes

This conflict
tO~/ardS

the

revolution.
The other aspect of unity of t hi s conflict is its
contribution to t he propagandist service of the short story,
which is the authors objective.

The manager is a person who

exploits the workers and the factory , vmereas Aregash is made
to be a hard-wor k lns person among he r colleagues. 54 These

53

Ye gir Isat (Addis Ababa: Kuraz Publishing Agency, 1979
Eth . C.) , p. 11.

54

Ibid.,

p.

16 .

•••
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Although Aregash was

dismissed, the workers were victorous because the members of
The Worker's Controlling Committee impriso~he
manager.
,

This

success, which is the propaganda for the proletariats' Victory
is the result of t he conflict in the story.

Balance
A good short story holds its readers in suspense usually
(

until the end.

This remains true when the two conflicting

groups balance in the

~ay

they challenge each other.

The ways

the two opposing groups arrange for themselves to come out of
their difficulties should have balance.
maintained in the way they reason.

Balance should be

Furthermore, a balance

between the error a character makes and the punishment he
receives should be maintained in order to make the story
interesting.

Each of the stories mentioned will be examined

from this perspective.
(

In " Damtew ", the two opposing forces are Damtew and
Tsedale.

Gared, Hirut and \'iodajo are the group who are there

only to cause and aggravate the conflict.
of the charge of adultery.
innocent.

Tsedale is innocent

She told her husband that she was

But she could not prove her innocence.

beaten and ran away.

HO\,iever

She was

hard she tried to explain her

innocence, she was considered guilty.

Hence, there is no

balance of conflict and no suspense since she was not given
t he chance to prove her innocence.
them is not satisfactory.

Thus, the struggle between

45
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On the other hand, neither of the two opposing groups
know who caused this wickedness.

The author does not let the

husband and wife know the work of these malignant people.
it been known, Tsedale could have been defended.

Had

So, the

conflict loses balance.
On the one hand, when it is seen from Damtew's point of
view, in relation to the society's custom,Tsedale is an
adulteress.

He beat her.

Hence, there is balance between

her guilt and the punishment.
In the short story, " Ale-Biretu", not much can be said
about the balance of the conflict.
suspense.

'The story has little

However, the irresponsibility of the parents and

their being drunkards balance the moral strength of their son.
Alem strives his best to come out of the difficulty he is in.
He is wise and courageous enough to Vii thstand the hardship and
his parents' moral degradation.

This maintains the balance of

the conflict.
I

Unlike in the first two short stories,the conflict between

\

Arega sh and the manager in "Dibibkosh" is well balanced and
holds the reader in suspense until t he end.

Though the manager

uses his pos i tion as manager, Aregash also has supporters such
as the representative of The Commissron for Organizing the
Workers Party of Ethiopia and her colleagues.

The steps taken

by both groups against each other also show the balance of
the conflict.

The manager dismisses Aregash and she also has

him imprisoned with the help of the members of The Workers'

Controlling Committee . 55
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The two groups challenge each other well.

As a result

of the balance created, the readers cannot guess the outcome
of the conflict until it ends.

Hence, it maintains suspense.

Plausi bili ty
A work of art is plausible only when it is constructed
in a way that the story is likely to be believed.

The

plausibility of the work enables the reading audience to

(

maintain their interest.

being

Since the texts.analysed in this

section present life as it is, plausibility is achieved.
For instance, Hirut secretly meets Tsedale and hears
from her whatever Damtew tells Tsedale in secret.

Hirut tells

the secret to Gared and Gared in turn tells Vlodaj o, who in
turn

~lls

Damtew.

In such a way the secret that Damtew tells
his wife circulates and come s back to him. 56 Damtew suspected
that his wife has committed adultery with Gared, because
whatever he tells her comes back to hi m from Gared through
Wodajo.

Damtew received a letter written by Tsedale to Gared

about their love affair and a photograph of hi s son with that
of Gared. 57 Having this evidence, ~~ere is no reason why he
will not believe that she has had intimate rel ations with
Gared.

Hence, the conflict bet\"een the husband and the wife

has a reasonably firm ground at lea st as far as Damtew is
concerned.

56

So it is a plausible confl ict.

Zenebe Abreham , p. 69 .
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Damtew insulted and beat his wife.
of the insult, she

cou~not

47

When Tsedale heard

stand it, neither could she control

herself.

So she violently th re\~ a drinking glass at him,
but missed him. 58 It is plausible for a genuine person to be

violent when unfai rly defamed and f ails t o defend himself.
In " Ale-Biretu", the main conflict is between Alem and
his parents, particularly his fathe r.

One day when his father

beat Alem, his mother tried t o intervene.

.....

ordered

her to go away.

But the father

He also asked her whether she was

no t the one who gave birth to t his enemy in his home and
pushed her away.59

This word " enemy " annoyed Alem very much.

He started thinking of it.
is not his real father.
their house,

Finall y he realized that the father

1his is the cause of the c onflict in

This too is plausible.

It shows t hat the father

is cr uel to Alem because he is not his legiti mate son .

Hi s

mother told Alem that he l ooks exactl y like t he s heep merchant,
he r earlier 10ver. 60 This prcves his i llegi t i macy and the
(

pl ausibili ty of t he cO!1flict between the #father" and the son.
'\'/hen his mothe r died and Alem Vias brought home , he insulted
all the mourne r s saying"you killed her and gathered here. Go
out from he re •," 61 All of them r a'1 out of t he tent. This

58
Ibid "
59
60
61

pp. 64-65 .

Jemal Suleyman and Yezina \'!orku, p. 72.
Ibid., p. 73.
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conflict between Alem and the mourners has p lausibility, for
he is drunk.

But after all the peopl e have gone away, Alem

was alone vIi th the father.

Alem re garded the father

person who caused his mother ' s de ath.

5S

the

He was also drunk and

j'et being in conflic t with the fa the r, and having all the
reasons to quarrel with him, he did and said nothing to him.
Tnis is implausible, because a person who has such reasons to
quarrel and is placed in such a situation would

q~rrel.

The opposite attitudes towards the revolution in

( ,
II

Dibibkosh", the conflict between Arege.sh and the manager,

has plausibility. Aregash is portrayec as a revolutionary.

On

the other hand, however ,w."t~e manager said we ShOUJd make all
the necessary sacrifice for the foundation of

~e

\vorkers'

Party of Ethiopia; we shOUld look after our revo l ution which we
consider as our eyes, 62 he .-laS tak en to be a reactionary.

It

is plausible for t he manage r to say that, be cav.s e no antirevolutionary wculd say in publ ic

~~at

h e would destroy the

revol ution u.l1less he was an outlaw in the bush.

Secondly,

since she exposed what she thinks he d.id , it is plausible
that he would cut her salary and dismiss her in order to have
revenge.

It is also plausible that the g r oup on her side,

The Workers' Controlling Committee, ",ould i mp rison the manager
to revenge their c omr ade, who lIas disr:Jissed by him.
Similarly, Are gash who was displaced by drought from her
homeland in '110110 and obtained all the benefits from the

62

Solomon Lemma, p. 13 ,

,

.
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revolution; that is, a job, a house,

edu~ation

and family.

besides being a militia woman, has plausible grounds to
support the revolution and fight against all whom she thought
reactionaries.

Significance
A character is involved in conflict only when he finds it
very significant for him.

As seen in each short story. the

protagonists find that the conflict they are in affects their
lives and they are determined to solve it.

So, the conflict

in a good short story has significance for the characters.
For example, at the be $inning of " Damtew ", the main
character was very annoyed.
plucked out some of his hair.

As his anger was aggravated, he
Norever, when Vlodajo gave him

what he calls evidence, for Tsedale's adultery, he was so
annoyed that anger darkened his face.
the Significance of the conflict.

These feelings show

Besides jealousy, the

destruction of the family caused great annoyance.

So the

conflict between Damtew and Tsedale has Significance.
In " Ale-Biretu ", the conflict between Alem and the
father has significance because the father claims that Alem
is not his son.

The father could not stand the si ght of an

illegitimate child and could not live under the same roof

with him.

As a result, he not only disliked Alem but was cruel to him.
Moreover, Yonas laughed at Alem's mother when she was
drunk.

Alem could not stand this.

He considered it as if

J
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Thus, he quarrelled
, with him and beat

This shows the conflict

be~~een

the two boys has

significance, especially from Alem's point of view.
A teacher canno t stand a student w'no ridicules him.

In

accordance with this, since Alem made fun of his teacher, it
stands to reason that there is a conflict that has significance
between Alem and his teacher.
Similarly, the conflict in " Dibibkosh " is significant.
For both Aregash and the manager it is a matter of life or
death.

Once she exposed his anti-revolutionary work, it was

inevitable for him to be involved in the conflict and act
against her to save himself.

The same is true for her.

She

could not stand a person whom she understands was opposed to
the revolution because her advantage was in line with the
revolution.

In addition, since he dismissed her, she cannot

live without earning her living .

So she has to fight him.

Hence, si gnificance in all the t hree sho rt stories is
well-maintained.

Consequently, the stories keep the interest

of their readers, since t he readers will be eager to know
the outcome of the conflict.
In general, the short stories analysed in this chapter

for

have employed all the features of conflict well, except, the
lack of a strong balance in the conflicts of "Damtew" and
"Ale-Biretu."

However, the short stories are so interesting

that they can capture and maintain the attention of their
readers.

.. .... .

' .
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C
HAP T E R
IV
==================

Nature is a force that controls the phenomena of the
physical world and affects t he life of a society.

To avert

the misery that befalls him , Man is enGa ged in a constant
struggle with Nature and atte mpts to derive all his benefits
from it.

But at times, Nature becomes severe and Man loses

what he used to obtain from it.

(

The tragedy is not only thiS,

his very existence is checked by various types of natural
calamities such as great floods, to~oes, earthquakes, drought
and epidemics.

During such times, Nan comes into conflict

with the physical world.

He hardly controls it, except for

looking for a way in which to save his own life.
Although the balance in physical conflictis not as strong
as in social conflict, it does not mean physical conflict lacks
balance ( see chap ter I ).

Of course , the inability of Han to

put Nature under his control weru(ens the balance.

Nevertheless,

the way the character prepares to come out of the difficulty
or to withstand it f orms a balance \"i th the natural calamity.
Besides , the other fe atures of conflict s hould also be employed
to create an effective conflict on \·th ich to base the story.
Most of the time, it is thought that an author reveals, in
a literar y work, the life he experiences or

L~ag ines.

The

reason for the scarcity of Amharic short stories that are based
on physical conflict seems to be the natural phenomena that
are suitable for life, except for the drought in our country.
Because when the natural phenomena are normal fo r life, writers
could rio t i magi ne the conflict between ;';an and such type of

.

~

..... -.::- ..... . .
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natural phenomena.
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As a result, the fel'l short stories that

have been written on physical conflict base t he ir conflict
only on drought , the recurrent ph€nomenon in Nort'1e rn Ethiopia,
as seen in

II

Tutun",

II

Adara)-l" and "Yemiyalf

Ka!, II.

Hence, the

researcher h ad no chance of sel~ting and p resenting the
an?lysEs of sh"rt stories t hi'.t base their conflict on other
different forms of natural calamity.
K. 1. Knickerbocker and H. 'dillard Reninge r say that:

We must kno':1 what happens to whom on the
literal level. Unless the literal facts of
the story are clearly understood before
further analysis begins, \'Ie are likely to
misconstrue the story's total meaning. 63
So, before presenting the analysis of physical conflict, a
clear picture of the stories is g iven so that the readers of
this thesis can have a fir m command of the stories.
The story called " Tutun

11

begins with a discussion of

nature Rnd the disaster brought by the drought in Northern
'The story is about the husband

-,10110.

Itenesh.

&!1d.

,;ife , Ante ne h and

Due to the fa mine caused by the drOUGht , they lost

their child.

They ran away leaving t i:eir c.o:;;e beh ind to save

themselves from death by the drOUGht.

They arrived at Alamata

after a day's journey.
After a few vleeks' sojourn in Ala';lata , the husband and

wife left for a fertile settlement area .

63

They beg an a new

Inter~reti ng Literature, 5th ed.
( New York: Holt,
Rinehart an d ;inston, U;C., 197h), p . 16.
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life there.

~

Having escaped from the effects of the drought,

Itenesh told her husband that her child when he was dying,
said' tutun ' ( the breast or the milk from her breast ).
T'nis was to remind him that their child died of hunger.

The

husband soothed her saying that t !ley would have another child.
" Adaraw " is another short story based on the Wollo
drot~ht.

Its protagonist is a fourth-year Addis Ababa

University student, Alemu.

The terrible drought which his

parents suffered from was related to him in the letter his
father sent to him.
Alemu went home to visit his parents but found no one
there.

•

They had left their home to vscape the famine and went

where ;they could have food.

On their way , all of them died

except his little brother, Gashu.
Village Center in Gambela.
Perbengo and
~:anted

~et

he

Alemu followed his brother to

him there.

Afte r they recuperated, Alemu

to go back to Addis Ababa .

stay at Perbe ngo .
(

retu~ned

Gashu ,<{ent to the Perbengo

E8 be gged his brother to

Finally after Alemu convinced his brother,

to Add is Ababa University.

The third short story, " Yerniy2.lf Kan ", is presented in
fl ashback form.

That is when t he protaSc:1ist , Zertihun, was

invi ted to dinner.

The dinner re rninded (,e r of the horror of the

famine that she suffered

fr~m

A week before she came to

in her birthplace .
t~e prese~t

place , Zertihun went

to Senbate to beg for food, leaving behind her husband, Asgelil,
who was suffering from the effects of famine.

As she reached

there , she found many people gathered to gether be gging

for food

,. ....

~"h

-

.
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She though t she c ould not obtain food T~om such ~ gathering and
pul led off her bracelet to try to sell it so that she could
buy food wi th the money.
bracelet.

She f ound no one who would buy the

Finally some one fri eh tened her and seized the

brace l et fr om her hand and aslced he r itS price.
cheaply.

He bought it

Zertihun al so bought some food and went home.

When

she reached there, she found her husband dead.
As can be seen from these synopses, all three short stories

(

reflect the horror of the drought in 'ilollo.

People in the

area are the victims of this natural calamity.

Drought is

what causes the conflict between Nan and Nature.
has elements that make the literary ,,,ark readable.

This conflict
Adrian H.

Jaffe and Virgil Scott state t h at" The elements of conflict
and character are t he two basic and necessary elements of
fiction. ,,64

Since the drought is not sOGJet hing that one can

reverse, the balance of t his c onflict between Nature and Man
l ies only in t h e mean s people u se to save their lives.

It is in

the li ght of this t h at the balance as "rell as the othe r
fea ture s of confli c t wi ll be exa T1 ined .
Uni ty
In th ese three short stories t he re are not many episodes
in which unity of conflic t can be studied.

However, some

point s that show unity a re cited from each s t ory .

64
Studies in the Short Story, p. 9 .

For example,
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in " Tutun ", the author described the landscape that is much
affected by the drought.
covered by stones and

He said, " The grey hills that are

~ravel

protrude - Nature's funny laugh,

breasts of the earth that have
four years. ,,65

swallov~d

seeds of grain for

This de scription exhib its t he con flict betvleen

r1an and Nature.

This is the main conflict from which other conflicts
originate.

First, as a result of the famine, Anteneh and

Itenesh lost their child.
milk when dying.

Even the ch ild asked for breast

But the mother could not respond to her

child's request because she too had been weakened.

Second,

since they wanted to live not to die, they were forced to
leave their homeland.

Third, it is immoral and humiliating

for a person who is not disabled to beg for food.
was forced to eat food, obtained by begging.

But Anteneh

These conflicts

have a direct relation to the conflict the husband and wife had
with the drought.
(

The other point about unity of conflict in this text is
the contribution of each conflict to what the author wants to
reveal.

In this story, the auth or reveals the extent to which

drought affects mankind.

The respect people have for a burial

ceremony is lost, due to the large number of people that die of
famine.

65

Hence, when a daughte r of a pe rson whom they know

Adam Reta , Mahilet and Other Stories (Addis Ababa :
Comme rci al Printing Press, 1981 Et h . C. ) , p. 51.
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closely was taken to the cemetery, no one wanted to attend the
funeral. 66

This change of behaviour of the people is the

effect of physical conflict.

As the two characters left their

home and reached Alamata somebody gave them food.

When Anteneh

became aware t hat the food Ivas obtai ned by begging , he wept
bitterly.67

Hence, being forced to leave home ( where one was

born, nursed and brought up ) for good and to beg without being
disabled are the effects of t he physical conflict the author

( .

wants to show.
In

II

Adaraw ", Alemu 1 s father, as he wrote in the letter,

fails to help his son.

He sajd, " I am sorry for not sending

you money even for buying paper ••• "That can we do?

Our help is

discontinued since our threshing floor turned barren.,,68

In

this story there are two conflicts that have unity with the
conflict between Nature and the characters.

.

Firstly, since the

failure to help his son was due to the drought, it is the effect
of the physical conflict that the autho r wants to depict.
Secondly, Alemu went home to find his parents and rel a tives
al ive and t o he l p them.

3ut he found no one at home.

He

followed them and f ound some of them dead and others al most
dead.

This l oss of parents and relatives is a conflict that

has unity with the conflict between him and the drought.

66
Il2l§..
67

I b i d ., p . 59.

68
Abdu Rahmeto and Nigusie Aye le Teka , ;,jushiraw and Other
Stori es (Addis Ababa : Kuraz Publ ishing Agency , 1979 ~ th. c. ),

p o 147 v
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In " Yemiyalf Kan ", to save her life and that of her
h usband, Zertihun went to town and tri ed to sell her bracelet
s o that she could have money to buy food.

Knowing that she

was helpless, a hooligan seized the bracelet fr om her hand.
Ze rtihun narra te a her story sayinG,
As I was confused and looking here and there,
a man snatched my bracelet out of my hand. I
was startled and turned to him • ••• A bloodshot
person stared at me and' for how much will
you sell it ?' he said in a scolding tone. 69

( ,

The conflict between Zertihun and the hooligan is related to
the physical conflict because if the people were not suffering
from famin e , the hooligan would not have a convenient
opportunity to buy the bracelet so cheaply.
Balance
Si nce natural cal amity is a participant in t he conflict
t hat is not

ch alle~ged

cle arly seen.

by a character, its s uperiority is

HO\vever, the balanc e of such a conflict is

main tained by the effort t he c har ac ter
natQ~al

calamity.

m~~ es

to survive the

Thus , r eaders are kept in suspense for t hey

will be e age r to know ho''-' t ile characte r save s his life.
Dagnachew 'Ilorku p r ()'1es t h i s , sayi ng that " ••• what makes re ader!3
curi ous is the c once31ed idea and deed of- a character. ,,70

59

Inaho and Other Stories ( Addis hbaba : Comme r cial
Pri nting Pre ss , 1980 Eth. l. ) , p. 62.
70
Yetsih u-" Tibab r'ia:na ri~a (Addis .~baba : Cm;rnercial
Pri nting Press, 1985 ) , p. 2 3.
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Hence , since the way the characters save t he ir l ives from
the

cal a~ it y

is unknown beforehand, r eaders will be

c~rio us

to discover the soluti on .
When the ph y sical co nflict is due to drou8ht, as in these
three short stories , t he

ch~r2.cter

to leave the area.

Tutun ", \',:"en Itenesh told her h u sband

In

II

"as not

iJUC"

option exc e p t

that the ir c hild "'as dy i ng , he said, So , what do you want me
to do?71

This implies there is no sol ution for it.

Therefore,

it reveals the imbalance bet'ileen the cal am ity and the effort
of

husband,as a result of which he despaired.

~~e

When the

characters resort t o t he ir only option, they leave their home
in \10110 and s ettled in t he southern par t of the country as is
t he c ase both in
In

II

II

Tutun

II

and

II

Adaraw ".

Yemiyalf Kan ", 'lOwever, it is not known ho\'l Zertih un

ca'l1e to he r present loc ation, which "/as different ::rom the
p revi ous one .

The text does not state that she \'Tent out of

the drought-stricl<e n area t o save h ei' ::ife.

But t he effort

s he ;nake s to overcome t 'le res '..::'. t 0: t he calamity is selling
her own b r3celet and buyin3 food '".': th the 'Joney.
there is f ood to be bcught , if

~ce

fair p rice 2nd arr ives hO'1e bef::Jre

As f a r as

sells he r bracele t at a
h~r

husband dies , it is

the co rrect me asure t o ove r gone the effects of the fa'l1ine.
Thus , he r effort balanced t he calami t y .

71

Adam Re ta,

p. 53.
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Plausibility

Unlike balance, plausibility is well -maintained in the
short stories of physical conflict.

II'." Tutun

".1

it is stated

that ·the hi lls have neve r produced grai n for four years.
peasant

had no me3.ns of i ncome

'.~ho

exce ~ t

the

~ r(>d uce

A

from his

farm would definitely starve to death when he failed to harvest
durin g t:1at time .

Thus, it is believable that Anteneh and

Itenesh suffered from famine, and were forced to flee their

( ,

home.

Consequently, t hey were exposed to begging food to live,

though it was an immoral act for them.

Hence, it is plausible

that Anteneh wept bitterly ,·Then he he ard that the food his
of e geve h ~m was
O

W~

°
d
0 bt a~ne

by b egg~n
°
g . 72

Under such drought-stricken conditions, it is believable
that many people would die and others would be unable to go to
Tnus , it is plausible that only ten peopl e accompanied

f~erals.

a corpse t o t he cemetery,73 contrary to the culture of the
s ociety.

110re ove r, it seems reasonable that t he father who

suffered f r om hunge r des,3.ired of his

chi ~d's

state of health

and said " So what ?"
As a consequence of drought , t he characte rs suffered not
only from an inability to produce crops but also from the loss
of an i mals.

For example, in " Adaraw ", it is stated , "The

drought has killed t he six cows with their bulls.

72

73

I bid .,

p. 59.

Ibid . ,

p. 51.

From all
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those cattle, we are not left ,'lith even a pair of oxen. ,,74
Similarly, Zertihun said,

o !

the bad day !... \'Ie l os t two oxen, a cow
~~d two calves.
The grass and leaves dried
and became soil. The spring s dried up and
we lacl(ed water to assuage our thirst. _.The 75
Alala Arnan field is full of r otten carc:?sses.
Thus, with such a long drought, it is quite obvious that animals
did not survive.
The selling of the bracelet is also plausible because the
hooligan asked Zertihun where he r husband was and if there
was someone whom she knew

in the town.

In this way he became

certain that she could not defend herself.
Significance
When the conflict is between Han and Nature, its significance
is beyond question because for the man who participates in
the conflict, it is a matter of life or death.
i mportant than prolonging one's life.

Nothing is more

Si nce the conflict in

the texts treated in this chapter is between

~;an

and Nature,

which threatens him with death, its signific ance is well maintained .
The effect of the conflict can be observed in different
forms.

First, since there was no farming for a long time,

t he characters had nothing to eat.

74
75

Tn is forced them to be

Abdu Rahmeto and IHgusie Aye le Teka, p. 147.
Inaho and Other Stories, p . 59 .
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Second, to obtain something to eat

and survive, the characters were forced to give up their home
and go elsewhere in search of food.
not a simple matter.

Leaving one's home is

But they had no option.

Third, as a

result of this conflict, they lost thei r children and relative s .
The loss of one's close relatives i s not easy to withstand.
Fourth, the final calamity that a person fears is death.
is with

t~is

characters.

It

death t hat the physical conflict threatens the
Thus, the significance of the conflict is beyond

doubt.
Zertihun gave priority to life and sold her bracelet in
order to buy food with the money and save lives.

To show the

priority of saving iife to decoration of oneself, she said,
" ••• what purpose does it serve hereafter?

The decoration of

a human being is his 1ife- his being all ri ght. ,,76

So, she

sold her bracelet, the dowry she Vias given by her husband on
their wedding day,77 to buy food.

This shows the Significance

of her physical conflict.
The physical conflict Ze rtihun suffered from is so
significant that she could not for ge t t he image of the drought
even after a long time when she Vias invited t o dinne r.

The

circumstances she went through could not be forgotten, because
it left a scar on her heart: the loss of her beloved husband.

76

~., p.

77

1..21:.£.
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The conflicts in each story caused the loss of life.
Hence, they are significant to the characters t hat are involved.
All t he effects seen in the te xts are appropri ately produced.
So, the c onflicts are plausible.
Ge nera lly s pe ak ine , t he t exts employ all t he major
features of conflict, but plausibility and significance are
the two ma j or features that are better employed in comparison
with the other features.

(

•
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CON
C L U S I ON
= ==================
In the preceding t hree cl1apters, t he researche r has tried
to give an i nsi ght into the merits and de merits of the post -

1974 Amharic short stories.

been

An attempt kas" made to deal with

t he short storie s from t he pe rspective of t he types of conflict
on which the short stories are based .

'"ben t he nwnoer of short

stories in relation to their types is taken into consideration,
there is an apparent imbalance.

Stories that are based on both

physical and psychological conflicts are very limited in number,
whereas stories of social conflict are largeftini nembar..

In her

thesis for her Naster's Degree, Olga Yazbec summarized the
thematic focus of the Ethiopian short stories in a similar way.
She said,
The main emphasis in Ethiopian sho rt stories
is on s ocial criticism, t hat is, the criticism
of t he old re gime and t he social injustices
t hat resulted from the fe udo - capitalist
system, namely, ne potism, sl avery , prostitution
and urbanization problems. Pos t-revol ution
short stories reflect t he v::'ctorv of t he
Et h i opian Revolution ~1 rouch class struggle
between the workine class and t he bourge ois
minority. 78
It i s as t he short story is seen in its entirety t h at the
di f feren c e ::' n

t~e

numoer of 8torie s t hat ar e based on diff e rent

ty) e s 0f con flict is unde rst ood .

Ot he rwise, many short stories

of sccial confli ct incorp 0r ate an episode of phy s i cal or
psycholog ical conflict in the m.

78

For instance , even among t hese

" 'The State of the SllO rt s tcry in C:th iopia: An
Unexpl oited Ge nre," ( Addis ,:.':Jab:; : H T'lesis Presented to the
School of Gradu2.te 3 t ud ies~ Addis ';oa'Ja Ur.i versity, 1981 ),
pp . 56- 57. ( Ur.p ublished) .
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short stories," Yemalada Tila " begins with the incident of
the blaze and goes into the psycholog i cal conflict, "Dibibko sh "
opens with the physica l conflict and res c rts to the social
c onfli ct and t!1e psychological confl::'ct in " Zinabu lijache Na\'!
Ye m iz a~baw? "

i s c aused by tr.e :J!1ysis a l c on flict .

Therefore, the re is no opportunity to select s hort stories
of physical and

ps~'chological

conflict .

c ompe lle d to work on '.ma t is available.
seen th a t stories of

ph~sical

7he re s earcher is
Accordingly, it is

conflict are s olely based on t he

conflict between Nan and drought .
phenomenon in No rthe rn Ethiopia .

Drought is a recurrent
As a resQlt of this fact,

except for " Tutun ", the twc s!1ort s tor ies of physical conflict
a re mainly adopte d fro!:: !1istorical occ.u-rence rather t han
fi.ction.

They lack creativity to p roduce v a rious episodes in

which unity of conflict wO'J.lc! have been better :.laintained.
This wealmess seems to occur since some wri t ers wrongly
expect t hat character s and incid e l;ts in a short s t or y cannot
be fully developed .

In

s~ i te

of t ile l L! i ted le nGth of a s hort

s t or y and its l i mite d scope of t ,1e ;:;rese n ta±ion of events tha t
cente r around a major i ncident , de t ai l r: d
and a portrayal of char acters
selective in

provi d in~

d e ~ end

e~lana tio n

of incidents

on ho\'l the writer is

the ess enti als .

Hence , tYlis l ack of

creativity in p resenti:1g si e nifi c ant epi sodes lessens the
Ii tera ry qU31 i ty of the sto!'ies .
In e8ch text un i ty is Elaintai ned 2.:1 two ways.
is the chain of a cause and effect r elationsh ip.

1'11e first
TIlat is , a

p r 0 cedin::; c onflict i s a c ause f or the subs e que:Jt conflict .

•••

- This in turn causes an other confli ct.
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For in stance , in "Ale-

Biratu", the unfaithfulness of Alem' smothe r

.t n he r husband

is the first conflict that causes the irresponsibility of the

fath er for Alem's up-bringing.

This irresponsibility in turn

results in Alem's l eaving school.

Since the father did not

supply Alem with f ood , Alem wa s obl i ged t o earn his living .
Leaving school was the cause of the quarrel between Alem and
his father.

The second way in which unity is maintained is in the

(

contribution of each conflict in different episodes to the
central idea of the author.

In" Damtew", the intention of

the author is to disclose how jealousy and ill-will of some
individuals destroy a happy family life.
of the author is to reveal the

de str~ction

Since the main concern
of the family, he

does not allow the husband and ,·rife to know t hat there are
spiteful people at work behind their quarrel.

Th is objective

of de stroying family life is realized because of t he c ontribution
of e ach conflict in the text.
Keeping secret t he spifful peorle 's plan, the aut~o r, of

•

c ourse , maintains his intent ion of reveal ing the de s truction of
t he family , but this makes t he conflict lose bal ance.

Balance

is the le a st app ropri ate ly employed featu re in these te xts.
In the texts such as " Tutun · ",

II

Adaraw

II

and " JJamtew",

t he re are actions and r e actions t hat contribute to the
imbale.nce of t he c onflicts.

For e xa;nple , as in " Da:ntew",

though the author has his own motive not to p rove t he innocence
of Tsedale, this absence of p r oof of her innocence contributes

.... . .. ........ ,..
,
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t o the imbalance of t he

co~flict be~~een

Tsedale and her

husband.
Anteneh's despaired attitude towards his dying child
reveals t ha t he has surrendered.

There is, therefore, no

struggle between him and t he calami t y .

ooth i:-:

II

Adara\<l" and

" Tutun ", the old people maKe no effort t o leave the drought stricken area.

It seems the y despaired of surviving and

accepted the on-coming death.

(

SL~ ilarly,

being desperate and

not going to the burial cere mo ny shows giving in to the natural
force that WOrks against them.

In addition, eating food

obtained by begging , which is contrary to the morality of the
society, is a good reason to reveal the imbalance since some
may prefer dying to eating such food.
atte st to the imbalance of the conflict

Hence, these points
b e~~een

i t s participants.

On the contrary , this same act of eating such food gives the
characters the strengt h to with stand the natural calamity,
because it helps to prolong life .

So the balance or i mbalance

of this point depends on the angle .from~hJ~~ looks at it.
In sp ite of these weaknesses , t}-.ere are various aspects
whereby bal ance is maintained between particirants in conflicts
as in " Dibibkosh " or " Andualem".

Eo-.'leve r, the balance between

the cause and effect of conflic ts i n " Yetasabara Lib" seems
to fail .

For instance , despite the s oc ial norm t o keep one's

word and t he close relationship between I3rihane and Dagnew ,
Brihane I

S

death as a re suI t of not l<eeping his p romise seems

to be not only rathe r exagge rated but also contributes to the
i mplausibili ty of the conflict .

67
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The plausibility in these texts has its own merits and
demerits.

In" Zinabu I'lache Naw Yemizanbaw ?" and "Yetasabara

Lib ", there are some points t hat reveal the implausibility of
the effects of the conflicts.

For instance, although the cause

of Etsegenet's i nsanity i s the psycholo: i cal con flict developed
in her, the blood that spills out of her bashed in forehead
g ives a wrong impression of her insanity.

It seems unreasonable

to give emphasis to the spilled blood or even to mention it,
because loss of blood can also cause ill - health.
Similarly, the story tries to show that Brihane died due
to an inner conflict.

To the researcher the author seems not

satisfied with the plausibility of t he conflict.

That is why

he suggests that Brihane's death is caused by the conflict
wi thin him.

(see quotation 44 ).

However, instead of meddling

in the narrati on of t he stor y , if he made his ch aracters reveal
it in their dialogue, it would be more pl ausi ble.

But contrary

t o t he author's reason for Brihane' s de a t n , it seems that his
de a th was caused by the amount of al col:ol he dr ank because it
is emphasized that Brihane drank very Eluch alconol.
i mme di a tel y died t here on t he tabl e .

He

7h i s se er.lS t o confuse the

c ause of his de ath since too mucn a l conol can kjll.
In addition, alth ough Etsegenet i s charac terized as a
very unique, percep tive and sensitive ch::'ld , s he seems to be
too young to understand the horror of t Il e f amine.

as

The conflict

bein~

would .be more plausible i f she were portr ayed Aa lit Ie older.
Li kewise, being drunk besides

having all the re a s ons t o

quarrel with his f a t he r, Al em did not quarr e l wi t h his f ather.

•••
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It cannot be said that it is due to his decency, since he

~s

drunk and misbehaved in the presence of the mourners, which
also shows the implausibility of the absence of a quarrel
between him and his father.
As can be understood f:::-ofil the texts, t;le plausibility of
physical conflict is mainly enforced not for the artistic
presentation of the story but for the strong verisimilitude of

•

the conflict.

( !

However, when one examines all the stories in their entirety,
many of the conflicts are plausible.

Short stories such as

" Andualem "," Damtew " and " Yemalada Tila " have many points
that contribute to the plausibility of the conflicts of their
respective stories.
Short stories of significant conflict produce certain
effects in their participants as a result of their struggle.
From this point of view, almost all the stories show a
change of behaviour in their protagor.ists.

The change of

behaviour in Anduale m, Etsegenet and Brihane is the main one.
All three be come mad.

The re ason for the insanity is that

the conflict affects t heir mind .

TI1e characters of the

physical conflict agree to le ave their homel and .
for food to prolong their lives.

The y beg

Tne se effects would not be

accepted if the characters had not gone thro ugh the conflict
and were affected by the drough t.
In general, al l sorts of people. men and women, young
and old , e duc a ted and uneducated and poor and r ich are
affected by the psychologic al, social and physical con flicts

• ••

as revealed in the texts.
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Hence, i t is po ss ible to understand

that the conflicts can affect pe ople in all walks of life,
regardless of sex or age.
Generally, some of t he maj or fe atures of conflict have
been employed effectively and others less effectively.

These

features of conflict receive due attention and need be exploited
by short story writers.

The appropriately used features of

conflict help to enrich the Amharic literary heritage.
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APPENDIX
===============
The arrangement of this appendix is based on the sequence
of the appearance of the short stories in t he thesis.
" Andualem" (a person's name) in Afararasachiw ( She Destroyed)
by Hailu Tsegaye.
" Zinabu l~ache Naw Yemizanbaw ?" (" i'lhen will it Rain ?n )
in Afararasachiw ( She Destroyed ) by Hailu Tsegaye.

(

)

" Yetasabara Lib" ( "The Broken Heart" ) in Yetashataw Seytan
( The "Devil" that was Sold) by Yezina Worku and Jemal
Suleyman.
" Yemalada Tila " ( "The Early Phobia" ) in Simotagnaw ( 'Ihe
Complaining ) by Daglas Petros.
" Damtew" ( a person's name . ) in And La And ( One to One ) by
Zenebe Abreham.
" Ale-Biratu" ( "Ale the Iron" ) in Yal tamachat Chi gign
( The "Seedling " that has no Comfort) by Jemal Suleyman
and Yezina Worku.
" Dibibkosh" ( "Hidden Motive" ) in Yegir Isat ( Extreme Anger )
by Sol omon Lemma.
" Tutun " ( " The Breast") in Nahilet ( a pe rson's name ) by
Adam Reta .
" Adaraw" ( "The Entrusted l'lessage") in Hushiraw ( ~
Bridegroom ) by Abdu Rahmeto and Ni gusie Ayel e Teka .
" Yemiyalf Kan " ( "The Time of FalJline that wil l be Improved")
in Inaho ( He re You Are ).
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